Anytime Assets & Constant Aviation
Visual Tracking & Attachments
Constant Aviation utilizes our system for all their assets. Our asset images
and attachments help to quickly identify assets and their related documents
such as: manuals, procedures, calibration certifications, and more. A key
feature utilized by Constant is the ability to store attachments and images
with an asset.

Aircraft MRO Services
constantaviation.com

“The ability to search, having the pictures, being able to identify
something by the picture.”
-Senior Materials Mgr., Constant Aviation-

Industry
Aviation Services

Tracking asset movement from location to location or by using as a tool crib
with check-in and check-out capabilities on our fully customizable database
will keep business moving in real-time, anywhere.

Location
Cleveland, Ohio
Sanford, Florida

Access Anywhere
Anytime Assets is a cloud-based system that allows easy access of data
and information to all employees even on a smart mobile device.
It traces the complete life cycle of an asset, from purchase to disposal.
If an auditor or regulator such as FAA needs to look at the calibration
certificate of any device then it is very easily and quickly retrievable from
Anytime Assets database. You won’t need to dig through file cabinets
or boxes to retrieve it. Since this is a cloud-based system, this access can be
made from anywhere anytime.
“We had to keep it in filing cabinets. Nice to have that in the
system where if we do need it, we can easily go access it.”

All AOG Operations

Challenge
To catalogue and track thousands of assets
over multiple sites with visibility to
anyone.

Solution
Anytime Assets is a cloud-based solution
that allows you to track any asset
anywhere.

-Senior Materials Mgr., Constant Aviation-

Custom Design
Anytime Assets can prioritize tasks, alerts, and notifications and share these
visuals with different departments or with suppliers.

Results
Ease of access to current and historical
certificates for audits & visibility into
equipment usage.

System alerts can be set up to notify specific users of a time-sensitive event.
Anytime Assets can notify a tool owner when that piece of equipment is
due in the next 30 days.
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